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Stephen Padin
A Zernike expansion of wind-induced deformations in a segmented mirror is described. The wind model
is a frozen turbulent field with a Kolmogorov spectrum for scales smaller than the outer scale and a flat
spectrum for scales larger than the outer scale. The approach allows a mode-by-mode comparison of the
wave-front error contributions from atmospheric phase distortions, wind-induced deformations, and the
mirror control system noise. This is used to design a controller that minimizes the mirror surface errors
by application of corrections based on edge sensor measurements and wave-front measurements on a
guide star. © 2002 Optical Society of America
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The optical performance of a telescope mirror is de-
graded by wind-induced deformations Ref. 1 and ref-
erences therein. These deformations are caused by
pressure fluctuations at the mirror surface and by
wind-induced structural vibrations coupling to the
mirror. Structural vibrations depend on the design
details of the telescope, so in the following analysis I
consider just the direct interaction between the wind
and the mirror. The approach focuses on the statis-
tical properties of the wind rather than on the details
of the airflow around the mirror, and the control dis-
cussion assumes a segmented mirror. The seg-
mented mirrors in the Keck telescopes, and the
mirror proposed for the California Extremely Large
Telescope CELT, use capacitive edge sensors to
measure the relative heights of the segments.2,3
The edge sensors are sensitive to mirror modes with
feature sizes of the order of the size of a segment, but
the sensitivity to low-order modes, with much larger
features, is poor. This causes the mirror control sys-
tem to amplify the edge sensor noise added to the
low-order modes and is a serious problem for a mirror
with a large number of segments. The proposed so-
lution to this for the CELT is to use edge sensor
measurements to correct the high-order mirror
modes and wave-front measurements on a guide star
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© 2002 Optical Society of Americato correct the low-order modes.3,4 The primary role
of the wave-front sensor is to measure the dc compo-
nent of low-order gravitational and thermal deforma-
tions, but it can also measure low-order wind-induced
deformations and atmospheric phase distortions.
The control requirements for the mirror depend on
the type of instrument being used with the telescope.
For observations with extreme adaptive optics sys-
tems, wind-induced deformations can be corrected
along with ground-layer atmospheric phase distor-
tions, so there is no reason to adjust the figure of the
telescope mirror, except perhaps for high-order
modes that are difficult for an adaptive optics system
to correct. For single-conjugate adaptive optics sys-
tems, systems with a limited actuator travel in the
adaptive mirrors, and for seeing-limited observations
in the case of large wind-induced deformations, it
may be advantageous to minimize the mirror surface
errors. This involves one having to compromise
among correcting deformations caused by the wind,
adding unwanted distortions from the atmosphere for
corrections based on wave-front measurements, and
adding noise from the mirror control system for cor-
rections based on edge sensor measurements.
These effects are estimated in Sections 2–4, and the
mirror control strategy is discussed in Section 5.
2. Atmospheric Phase Distortions
The Zernike expansion of atmospheric phase distor-
tions follows Noll5 and Roddier.6–8 The analysis in-
cludes the decorrelation of atmospheric Zernike
modes away from a guide star and the time variation
of the modes that is due to a frozen screen of turbu-
lence drifting in front of the telescope. The results
allow us to estimate the wave-front error that is1 May 2002  Vol. 41, No. 13  APPLIED OPTICS 2381
added to the target when the mirror is adjusted by
wave-front measurements on a guide star.
The atmospheric phase distortion at time t and
normalized position r in the aperture is
r  vR t j ajvR t Zjr, (1)
where v is the wind velocity, R is the mirror radius,
and aj is the coefficient of the jth modified Zernike
polynomial Zj. Then
ajvR t   WrZjrr  vR tdr, (2)
where r  r, Wr  1 for r  1, and Wr  0 for
r 	 1. Because ajr is the convolution of r with
WrZjr, the spatial power spectrum of ajr is

jk  
kFTWrZjr2  
kQjk2, (3)
where

k  0.023Rr0
53
k113 (4)
is the spatial power spectrum of r for Kolmogorov
turbulence,5,9 r0 is the Fried parameter,10 and
Qjk  n  1 Jn12k
k
 1
nm22 cos m even j
1nm22 sin m odd j
1n2 m  0
 (5)
is the Fourier transform FT of WrZjr, where k 
k expi, and m and n are the azimuthal frequency
and radial degree of the jth Zernike mode. The spa-
tial frequency k does not include 2 terms, i.e.,
WrZjr   Qjkexpi2krdk.
The angular dependence of the jth atmospheric
Zernike mode is given by the spatial covariance of
ajr:
Bj ajrajr    FT
jk, (6)
where  is the normalized lateral displacement of a
frozen turbulent screen. For a thin screen at height
h,   hR cos , where  is the zenith angle and 
is the angle between the guide star and the target.
If we choose   , 0, then
Bj  0.023Rr0
53 n  1
2 





k173Jn12k
2
 expi2kx2 cos2 m even j2 sin2 m odd j
1 m  0
	dkxdky,
(7)
where kx, ky  k. Equation 7 is divergent at
small k for the n 0 pistonmode, and the n 1, j
2 and 3 tip and tilt modes also have high power at
small k. These difficulties are the result of the
113 power-law spectrum in Eq. 4 being applied to
all scales, but in the real atmosphere Eq. 4 is valid
only for distances up to the outer scale L0. For
larger scales, the frozen screen assumption breaks
down and the power spectrum flattens. If L0 		 R,
we can estimate the effect of the outer scale by forcing
the power spectrum of atmospheric phase distortions
to be flat for scales larger than L0. We use

k  0.023Rr0
53 1
k113 RL0113
, (8)
which is similar to the von Karman spectrum,11,12 but
has a sharper transition between the outer scale and
the inertial regions. The spatial covariance of ajr
is then
Bj  0.023Rr0
53n  1
2 






Jn12k
2 expi2kx
k113 RL0113k2
 2 cos2 m even j2 sin2 m odd j
1 m  0
	dkxdky . (9)
The uncorrected wave-front variance in the direc-
tion of the target, in the jth mode, is Bj0 Bj; and
because the Zernike modes are nearly independent
for n	 1 Ref. 13, the wave-front variance in the nth
radial degree is

2, n 
j
Bj0  Bj, (10)
where the summation runs over the n  1 azimuthal
modes in the nth radial degree, i.e., n  1n 
22  j  n  3n  22. Then

2, n  1  n 
j
Bj0, (11)
where
n 

j
Bj

j
Bj0
(12)
is the correlation coefficient between the wave-front
variances in the directions of the guide star and the
target. Because Bj is real, we need consider only
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the cosine term in the exponent in Eq. 9; then for 
 1,
1  n  2
22






 kx
2Jn12k
2
k113 RL0113k2
dkxdky





 Jn12k
2
k113 RL0113k2
dkxdky
.
(13)
Figure 1 shows 1 n
2 for 1 n 50 and L0
10R. For   1, 1  n  
2n53.
For a frozen screen, a temporal displacement  is
equivalent to a spatial displacement vR, so the tem-
poral covariance of ajt is
Cj  ajtajt    
ajrajr vR 
 FT
jk. (14)
If we choose v  v, 0, then
Cj  






jkx, kyexpi2 vR kxdkxdky
 






jfRv , kyexpi2f Rv dfdky ,
(15)
where f kxvR is the frequency with which the wind
crosses distance Rkx. The temporal frequency
spectrum of ajt is
FjfRv   FTCjvR   



jfRv , kydky ; (16)
and when we use Eqs. 3 and 8,
If wave-front measurements on the guide star are
used to correct the mirror on time scales longer than
the measurement integration time int, then the vari-
ance of the correction for the nth radial degree is

2int, n  2 
j 0
Rvint
FjfRv d fRv , (18)
where n  1n  22  j  n  3n  22. This
is shown in Fig. 2 for 1  n  50 and L0  10R. All
the modes have flat spectra at frequencies much less
than the wind-crossing frequency for the mirror, so

2int 		 Rv  1int. The sharp cutoff at int
used in Eq. 18 is convenient for the estimation of

2int, n, but the control system transfer function
Tf will usually be more complicated. Then

2int, n  2 
j 0

TfRv  FjfRv d fRv . (19)
The fraction of 
2int, n that is uncorrelated be-
tween the guide star and the target is
atm
2int, , n  
2int, n 1  n
 2int, n2n53 for   1.
(20)
This is the wave-front error that is added to the tar-
get when the mirror is adjusted by use of wave-front
measurements on the guide star.
3. Wind-Induced Deformations
If the mirror is in the inertial region, we can apply a
frozen turbulent field model to estimate the wave-
Fig. 1. Spatial decorrelation of the wave front for small offsets
between the target and the guide star and L0  10R Eq. 13.
n is the correlation coefficient between the wave-front vari-
ances in two directions offset by  hR cos , where  is the angle
between the two directions, h is the height of the turbulent atmo-
spheric layer, R is the mirror radius, and  is the zenith angle.
FjfRv   0.023Rr0
53n  1
2 

 (Jn12 fRv2 ky212)2
 fRv2 ky2116 RL0113  fRv2 ky2
 2 cos2 m even j2 sin2 m odd j
1 m  0
	dky. (17)
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front error that is due to pressure fluctuations at the
mirror surface. This is particularly straightforward
for a segmented mirror in a stiff cell, because for
modes with features larger than a segment, the open-
loop stiffness per unit area is determined primarily
by the mirror actuators and is independent of the
scale size of the mode features. The frozen turbu-
lence model is crude, because although it gives a
reasonable estimate of the pressure fluctuations in an
unperturbed field, it does not properly account for the
effect of the mirror on the airflow.
In a turbulent atmosphere, a fluctuation of scale
size l passes an observer in time T  lu, where u is
the mean wind speed. The time for the fluctuation
to evolve appreciably is   l, where  is the
internal velocity in the fluctuation. The mean rate
of energy dissipation, per unit mass, is ε  1
22l, so εl  3 and   l23ε13. But εL0  u
3,
where L0 is the outer scale, so T  L0
23ε13 and
T  lL0
23. If l  L0,   T, and the fluctu-
ation does not evolve as it passes the observer. In
this case the turbulence is frozen and the velocity
field has a one-dimensional spatial power spectrum
proportional to k53 and a temporal spectrum pro-
portional to f53 Ref. 9. Near the ground, L0 is
typically of the order of the height above the
ground, so the primary mirror of a telescope in a
large dome is likely to be in, or near, the inertial
region. The mirror and telescope tube will tend to
break up large-scale structures in the turbulence,
and this moves energy to smaller spatial scales and
reduces L0. For l 	 L0, the power spectra flatten,
and spatial and temporal displacements of the field
are no longer equivalent, but the spatial and tem-
poral scales are still correlated. If L0 is not much
smaller than R, we can use the approach of Section
2 to make a rough estimate of the effect of the outer
scale by forcing the power spectrum of pressure
fluctuations to be flat for l 	 L0. This model will
tend to underestimate the temporal frequency of
changes for l 	 L0, and if L0  R, the first few
Zernike radial degrees will be affected.
In the inertial region, the structure function for the
velocity field is Dur  u
2frl0, where l0  
3ε14
is the inner scale, u  ε14, and  is the viscosity.
D has the dimensions of velocity squared and is in-
dependent of viscosity, so frl0  rl0
23 and Dur
 ε23r23, which is the Kolmogorov 23 law. Apply-
ing a similar argument to the structure function for
u2 yields Du2r  r
43. The one-dimensional spatial
power spectrum is then9
Vk 
1
k 
0

Du2rsin2krdr

1
k 
0

r13 sin2krdr  k73, (21)
and the corresponding three-dimensional spatial
power spectrum is
 k 
1
k
Vk  k133 (22)
In the following discussion, we first consider a
frozen field moving normal to the mirror, and then
we consider a frozen screen moving across the mir-
ror surface, as in the model for the atmospheric
Zernike mode expansion in Section 2. The spatial
power spectrum for pressure fluctuations, and
hence for mirror deformations, follows a k133 law
in the inertial region; when we use this in Eq. 3,
the power spectrum of the wave-front error for the
jth Zernike mode for a normal-incidence wind
model is
!jkx, ky, kz 
A
kx
2 ky
2 kz
2136 RLm133
 Qjkx, ky2, (23)
where A is a constant and Lm is the outer scale of the
turbulence at the mirror surface. The z direction in
Eq. 23 is parallel to the optical axis and the wind
velocity. Following the approach of Section 2, the
temporal frequency spectrum of the jth Zernike coef-
ficient of the wave-front error is
"jfRu   





!jkx, ky, fRu dkxdky, (24)
where u is the wind speed normal to the mirror sur-
face and f  kzuR is the frequency with which the
wind crosses distance Rkz. !jk is circularly sym-
metric about the z axis, so we can sum the n  1
azimuthal modes in the nth radial degree. Then
Fig. 2. Wave-front variance on the guide star on time scales
longer than int for turbulence with L0  10R Eq. 18.
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The rms pressure fluctuation at the mirror surface
is 2airuu, where air is the density of air and u and
u are the mean and rms wind speeds normal to the
mirror surface. The corresponding rms deformation
in the mirror is 2airuuAsegK, where Aseg is the
segment area per actuator and K is the actuator stiff-
ness Nm1. The wave-front variance that is due to
wind-induced deformations is then
w
2  2 2# AsegK 2airuu
2
, (26)
where # is the wavelength. By use of Eq. 25,
w
2  2 
n fm Ru

$nfRu d fRu , (27)
where fm is the low-frequency limit for measurements
of u and u in Eq. 26. Equations 26 and 27 allow
us to find the constant A, given measurements of the
wind velocity spectrum, if Lm and fm are the same for
both the model and the wind measurements. The
highest radial degree in the summation in Eq. 27 is
determined by the number of independent modes in
the mirror. If the mirror has M actuators, there are
M independent modes, and the summation must in-
clude all the corresponding Zernike modes. The
Zernike modes are nearly independent, and there are
n  1 azimuthal modes in the nth radial degree, so
the summation runs to degree N, where N 1N
22  M. Because the power in the higher-order
modes is small, the variance calculation is insensitive
to the choice of N.
Wind-induced deformations in the mirror on time
scales longer than int are included in measurements
of the wave-front error on the guide star and are
corrected. Deformations on time scales shorter than
int remain incorrected, and their contribution to the
wave-front variance in the nth radial degree is
wind
2int, n  2 
Ruint

"nfRu d fRu . (28)
Figure 3 shows wind
2int, nw
2 for 1  n  50
and Lm  R, with w2 calculated for the frequency
range 0.1uR f 20uR and radial degrees 1 n
50. This assumes that the wind measurements ex-
clude the n  0 pistonmode, which can be achieved
if we take the difference between two velocity sensors
separated by the mirror diameter. Lm  R is an
estimate based on measurements of the temporal
power spectrum of pressure fluctuations at the mirror
surface of the southern Gemini telescope.14 A sub-
stantial reduction in the wave-front variance in a
particular mode requires corrections on time scales
shorter than the wind crossing time for a mode fea-
ture; so for a given int, wind-induced deformations
with a low radial degree are better corrected. If the
control system transfer function is Tf see Eq. 19,
Eq. 28 becomes
wind
2int, n  2 
0
 1  TfRu "nfRu d fRu .
(29)
The finite stiffness of the mirror cell may signifi-
cantly increase deformations in the low-order modes.
This can be modeled as a mode-dependent stiffness
Kn; because deformations in the mirror are in-
versely proportional to stiffnes, the wave-front vari-
ance is
wind
2int, Kn, n   KKn
2
wind
2int, n. (30)
For a simply supported plate of radius a, the stiffness
is proportional to 1a2 Ref. 15. Deformations with
Zernike radial degree n have features with scale size
an, so the stiffness for plate modes in the nth
radial degree is roughly proportional to n2. If the
mirror cell behaves like a plate, Kn  n2; and be-
Fig. 3. Wave-front variance that is due to wind-induced deforma-
tions on time scales shorter than int, normalized to the total wave-
front variance in the range 0.1uR f 20uR and 1 n 50 for
a normal-incidence wind model with outer scale Lm  R Eqs. 25
and 28. For R  15 m and u  1 m s1, the frequency range is
0.0067  f  1.33 Hz, and the outer scale is 15 m, which corre-
sponds to a frequency of 0.067 Hz.
$nfRu   




 n  1 
2 AJn12kx
2 ky
2122
kx
2 ky
2  fRu2136 RLm133kx2 ky2
dkxdky
 
0
 n  1 
2 AJn12%
2
%2  fRu2136 RLm133%2
2%d% . (25)
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cause KN  K, where N is the radial degree of the
highest-order deformation, and K is the actuator stiff-
ness, we obtain
Kn
K

n2
N 2 1  K1K   K1K for N 		 1, (31)
where K1 is the stiffness for the n  1 tip and tilt
modes.
If the wind inside the dome is driven primarily by
the shear at the dome opening, the airflow in the
dome will be mainly rotation, and the flow at the
mirror will be across the surface rather than normal
to it. In this case, the appropriate inertial range
model is a frozen turbulent screen moving across the
mirror surface. This is again a crude model, because
it assumes that inhomogeneities in the screen do not
evolve as they move across the mirror. The analysis
follows Eqs. 14–17, but with the k133 law for the
power spectrum of pressure fluctuations. The tem-
poral frequency spectrum of the jth Zernike coeffi-
cient is
"jfRu   

 n  1
2

A(Jn12 fRu2 ky212)2
fRu2 ky2136 RLm133 fRu2 ky2
 2 cos2 m even j2 sin2 m odd j
1 m  0
	dky, (32)
where u  u, 0 is now the velocity of the frozen
screen. For the nth radial degree,
Figure 4 shows the normalized wave-front variance
wind
2int, nw
2 for the frozen screen wind
model. The power spectrum of the Zernike coeffi-
cients is steeper at high frequencies than in the
normal-incidence model, so the frozen screen gives a
faster decrease in wave-front variance with increas-
ing int. The steeper spectrum in the frozen screen
model indicates that the change in the Zernike coef-
ficients for a small lateral displacement of the turbu-
lent field is less than for a small displacement normal
to the mirror.
4. Mirror Control System Noise
The noise added by the mirror control system de-
pends on the design details, but a simple model can
be used to describe the general behavior of systems
with edge sensors. The edge sensors are maximally
sensitive to modes that have features comparable
with the size of a segment, but for low-order modes
the sensitivity is poor and the control system noise
becomes significant.3 Deformation corrections based
on the edge sensor readings should therefore be re-
stricted to the higher-order modes.
Adjacent segments are displaced by a distance cor-
responding to the edge sensor noise, so the total dis-
placement in a particular mode feature is roughly
equal to the edge sensor noise multiplied by the num-
ber of segments across the radius of the feature.
The feature size and the number of segments across
the feature are proportional to 1n. For higher-
order modes, there are many uncorrelated mode fea-
tures in the mirror, and the rms segment
displacement grows as the square root of the number
of features. If the feature size is proportional to 1n,
the number of features in the mirror is proportional
to 1n2. For the lowest-order modes, which have a
single feature filling the entire mirror, the noise
added by the control system is &eRd, where &e is
the edge sensor noise and Rd is the number of seg-
ments across the mirror radius. The control system
noise for a mode with radial degree n is then &CSn 
&eRd1n
2. Because there are n  1 azimuthal
modes in the nth radial degree, the wave-front vari-
ance contributed by the nth radial degree is
CS
2n  n  1 2 2# &e Rd 1n2
2
. (34)
The edge sensor noise &e has contributions from the
readout electronics and from manufacturing toler-
ances in the edge sensor capacitors. On millisecond
time scales, the readout noise dominates and
CS
2n is inversely proportional to the integration
time at the sensor output. On longer time scales,
Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 3, but for a frozen screen wind model Eqs.
33 and 28.
"nfRu   

 n  1 
2 A(Jn12 fRu2 ky212)2
 fRu2 ky2136 RLm133  fRu2 ky2
dky. (33)
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the roughness of the capacitor surfaces and edges
becomes important and CS
2n is independent of
the sensor integration time. Table 1 summarizes
the parameters of the Zernike expansion of the con-
trol system noise for the CELT and Keck telescopes.
This simple model is in good agreement with a more
detailed analysis by Chanan et al.3
5. Discussion
The Zernike expansions of atmospheric phase distor-
tions, wind-induced deformations, and mirror control
system noise can be used to design a control strategy
that minimizes the mirror surface errors. The low-
order mirror modes are corrected with wave-front
measurements on a guide star, and int is adjusted for
each mode so that the wave-front variance added to
the target, as a result of the mirror being corrected by
measurements on the guide star, is equal to the wave-
front variance that is due to uncorrected wind-
induced deformations. The high-order modes are
corrected with edge sensor measurements, and the
controller time constant is adjusted for each mode so
that the wave-front variance that is due to uncor-
rected wind-induced deformations is less than the
wave-front variance that is due to the mirror control
system noise. For both the wave-front- and edge-
sensor-based corrections, the controller time constant
generally decreases with increasing n. Figure 5
shows an example Zernike mode expansion of the
wave-front errors for the parameters given in Table 2
and a normal-incidence wind model. The atmosphere
model is for a typical observation at a good site, and the
telescope parameters are for the CELT.16 In the ex-
ample, it is possible to reduce the wave-front error that
is due to wind-induced deformations by at least an
order of magnitude. The required int varies from8
s at n  1 to 5 s at n  2, and edge sensor measure-
ments are used to correct modes with n  3. The
model values for atm
2 assume negligible wave-front
sensor noise, i.e., a bright guide star. For an ideal
Shack–Hartmann wave-front sensor WFS, the vari-
ance of the measured wave-front is 2pr0
2 for each
subaperture, where p is the number of photons per
unit area incident on the telescope aperture.7 This
noise is roughly uniformly distributed over all the
sensed modes, so the wave-front variance in the nth
radial degree is
WFS
2n 
2
pr0
2
2n  1
N  1 N  2
, (35)
where N is the highest radial degree sensed giving a
total of N  1N  22 modes. Adding the wave-
front sensor noise is equivalent to increasing the at-
mospheric noise contribution, which increases int for
a particular radial degree and moves the break be-
tween wave-front- and edge-sensor-based corrections
to a lower mode. Figure 5 shows the wave-front
sensor noise for a 14th magnitude spectral-type AO
Table 1. Mirror Control System Noise Model Parameters for the CELT and Keck Telescopes
Parameter Keck CELT Description
M 108 3294 Number of actuators
N 13 80 Highest radial degree in mode expansion see Section 3
Rd 4 17 Number of segments across mirror radius noise multiplier for n  1
&CSN&e   Rd 1N2 0.024 0.0027 Noise multiplier for n  N
Fig. 5. Contributions to the wave-front variance for 1 n 50 for
the parameters in Table 2 and a normal-incidence wind model Eq.
25. CS
2n approximation 34 is the wave-front variance
contributed by noise in the mirror control system; wind
2int, Kn,
n Eqs. 29 and 30 is the wave-front variance that is due to
wind-induced deformations on time scales shorter than int;
atm
2int, , n Eqs. 19 and 20 is the wave-front variance that
is added to the target as a result of the mirror being corrected on
time scales longer than int by measurements on the guide star;
and WFS
2n approximation 35 is the wave-front sensor noise
for a 14th magnitude guide star in 0.1 s. 
2int 0, n Eq. 18
is the total atmospheric phase distortion in the direction of the
guide star, i.e., the seeing limit. atm
2int 0,   10 arc sec, n
is the total atmospheric phase distortion on the target, after the
atmosphere is corrected in the direction of a guide star 10 arc sec
away. This is the seeing after an adaptive correction on the guide
star. The line at ' 2   1 represents a simple model of the
diffraction limit, in which a wave-front variance of 1 rad2 is uni-
formly spread across the first 50 radial degrees. Because there
are n  1 azimuthal modes in the nth radial degree, this model
corresponds to each azimuthal mode contributing a wave-front
variance roughly proportional to 1n. The line labeled 20 nm
represents a similar model, but with 20-nm total wave-front error.
The filled circles indicate the wave-front error contributions after
the mirror is corrected by wave-front and edge sensor measure-
ments.
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star and 0.1-s integration time. Even with such a
bright guide star, the wave-front sensor noise domi-
nates for measurements at high n. Figure 6 shows
the example wave-front error analysis, but with a
frozen screen wind model. The wind-induced defor-
mations at low n are a little smaller for the frozen
screen, but the difference between the two wind mod-
els is much less than with the sharp controller trans-
fer function used for Figs. 3 and 4. For the frozen
screen, the required int is 20 s at n  1, compared
with 8 s for the normal-incidence model. For n 	
1, the two models predict similar values of int.
In general, the high-order mirror modes are the
most difficult to correct because they change on time
scales shorter than a second, but their contribution to
the wave-front error is small. The low-order modes
are much more important and are fairly easy to cor-
rect because they change on time scales of a few
seconds. These modes can be corrected by use of an
adaptive mirror at the telescope output or by an ad-
justment of the telescope mirror. The latter ap-
proach probably does not require any special
hardware because the frequency of the corrections is
below any resonances in the telescope structure. In
the example, with a 10-arc sec offset between the
target and the guide star, the total atmospheric
phase distortion on the target, after the atmosphere
is corrected in the direction of the guide star, is ap-
proximately an order of magnitude smaller than the
total wave-front error that is due to wind-induced
deformations; so correcting the deformations gives a
substantial improvement. For large target to guide
star offsets, the atmospheric phase distortion on the
target dominates, and wind-induced deformations in
the mirror can be ignored.
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